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The differences in the per student cost of education
and the taxes to pay for that education can be attributed,
in part, to the rate of population growth within aschool
district.The lowest coats and taxes are found in those
school districts with the fastest growing populations.As
the growth rates drop, coats and taxes in the associated
school districts rise, with declining school districts
being the moat costly.TABLE OF CONTENTS
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A shift took place in the movementof the United
States population during the late 1960's andthroughout
the 1970's.No longer were metropolitan areas the fastest
growing sector in the United States.Small, free standing
cities and predominantly rural counties were findingtheir
populations swelling.This increase and spread of
population has been well documented (Huaser, 1981;
Fitzsimmons et. al., 1980 and McCarthy, 1979).
Although there should be an affect on the social and
economic conditions within these changing communities,
less emphasis has been placed on determining what these
where
size and characteristics would be expected to be readily
detectable is in the distribution and support of public
services.This paper will investigate what changes have
occurred in the provision of the most costly and visible
public service provided by local government--education.
Background
A review of the literature reveals several distinct
patterns evident with regard to population shift.Large
central cities have become stagnant or have seen decreases
in their populations.Metropolitan areas have continued
to grow but at slower rates than in the past.Many rural2
counties which had faced declining populations are now
increasing.
Part of this population increase in rural counties
can be attributed to metropolitan areaexpansion into
nearby communities.This urban sprawl accounts for the
greatest numerical increase in rural population growth,
but there appear to be two other kinds of rural
repopulation.
Smaller free standing cities have become attractive
to certain types of enterprises, as transportation,
production techniques, and communications have improved
over the years.When these enterprises locate or expand
in rural area cities more opportunities are created,
attracting people to the area (Hawley and Mawley, 1981 and
McCarthy and Morrison, 1979).
Another form of increase is the expansion of the
population in rural areas outside of incorporated
communities. Much of the population growth of this type
has been attributed to retirement, alternate life styles,
and commuters from small city jobs (McCarthy and Morrison,
1979).
Oregon's population growth reflects that of the
nation.All of the growth patterns described above are
present.Many of the communities in the Willamette Valley
are close enough to urban centers toattract commuters.
The Medford area in Southern Oregon and several other3
small cities portray the growth patterns of small
independent cities.Most of the rest of Oregon's rural
counties have expending rural populations (1980 u.s.
Census)
The major focus of investigation into the population
shift has been on the national scale.These studies tend
to divide the country into broad regions, depicting
general trends and conditions between regions (Heuser,
1981) .A small number of studies have focused on
interregional areas and give a descriptive survey of
1
changes in a set of factors over time.
The changing growth patterns seen in the United
States in the 1970's should have an affect on economic and
social aspects of life in these areas.However, fewer
studies have been published on how increasing rural
populations are affecting the provision of goods and
services.Some studies have been done on local health
systems (Joseph and Payner, 1982) and non-essential
services (Chambers. 1980; Chang. 1982; and Plead, 1982).
Other studies have focused on private enterprise and how
they change with population shifts (Johnson, 1982).
Although information is available for determining
changes in the provision of public services, not as much
1
Examples of this type of research are (Fugiutt, Voae,
Doherty, 1979; Nolan et. al., 1981; end Briggs,
1981).4
research has been completed in conjunction with the
population shifts of the 1970's.
There have been several studies investigating the
relationship between migration patterns and expenditures
for public education.B. A. Weiabrad in 1964 and Garland
Hadley in a repeat of Weiabrad'a experiment in 1985,
disagreed on the effect of out-migration, but did agree
that "income levels appear far more important as a
determinate of expenditures for education."Their moat
interesting finding was the conclusion that in-migration
had no effect on expenditures for public education.
Mark Rank and Paul Voss, in a study on community
involvement by in-migrants, found that migrants did not
become as involved in the community as long time
residents until after about seven years.
Much of the literature dealing with migration and
education centers not on the effect population increases
have on the educational system, but rather focuses on how
the quality of education provided attracts in-migration.
Cebula (1977) has found that migration patterns and
education are highly interdependent.However, neither
Cebula nor others ask the question:How does migration
change the character of the education system?This type of question becomes very relevant when one
considers that in many growing rural counties a
substantial number of Migrants move to their present
communities for reasons other than education, and may have
little interest in the local education system.
Finance
Financing public education in the State of Oregon has
long been a major concern to both local communities and
state government.Oregon has relied heavily on the
property tax as the main means of school support.As
school costs continue to rise property owners have become
increasingly concerned about the amount of tax they pay to
support public schools.(Fifty Years of Public
Finance, An Oregon Property Tax Primer, Issues in Oregon
State and Local Finance, Bureau of Government Research and
Service, University of Oregon, 1984.)
In recent years several initiative propositions to
limit property taxes have been on the ballots.Many
school districts are having to present school budgets
thre. or four times to the voters to gain approval.And,
several districts have closed for short periods of time
because of budget problems.Could any of the current
problems have been a result of the change in the
populations of Oregon's school districts?As the chsrcter of the community changes so will
decisions made on public issues.This process of changing
choices by a community evolves slowly.When new residents
start to take an interest and become more involved in the
local political process, decisions will shift to reflect
the new political balance.If enough people move into an
area, the character of the community may become very
different from the original community, establishing a new
economic and social. structure.7
OBJECTIVES
The major objective of this study is to determine if
support for Oregon's public school system has changed
2
during the population Migration shift of the 1970's.
Although there are a wide array of factors associated
with any change in support for a school system, this study
will be limited to:
1.change in support of the local school system over
time;
2. differences between those areas growing faster than
the state average, those growing slower than the state
average and those areas with declining populations;
3. differences in support of schools between
incorporated and unincorporated areas;
4. and, any demographic characteristics in common
between areas of similar support for schools.
This study will delve into the relationship between
3
the supportof public education as the population expands
and the character of many of the states' local communities
changes.
2
For this section changes in school support will be
defined as changes in the per-pupil expenditure,
indexed to the base year 1967.
3
Support of school systems will be defined in this
study as the willingness of the population to finance
the system.Local coats and taxes will be the measures
for the study.This definition excludes any intangible
elements, such as degree of satisfaction with the
educational system or differences in the productivity
and quality between systems.RESEARCH DESIGN
Information
ni
LJ
The data relied upon for this study caine from several
sources.The Oregon Department of Education publishes
data each year on local and state financial support,
pupils served, and tax revenues received by each school
district (Apportionment of the Basic School Support Fund,
Audited Current Expenditures for Residents, and Summary of
Valuation and Taxes Levied).The United States Census of
Population by School District for 1980 was used for
determining demographic characteristics of local school
districts.And, data from both the United States Census
and Oregon's Center for Population Research and Census
are used to access changes in population growth in
Oregon's counties between 1970 and 1980.
Time Frame and Area Coverage
The period incorporated in this study is the
intercensua period between 1970 and 1980.This time
period corresponds to the national trend for population
turnaround in rural areas.Nineteen-seventy represents
the highest period of population decline in rural Oregon.
Twelve counties saw declining populations while another 11
counties had population increases of less than 10 percent.
By 1980 only two counties had declining populations andonly four other counties had population increasesof less
than 10 percent.
Yearly expenditures, tax, and student population
data are available for all of Oregon's 312 school
districts and are included in the study.Only 1980
census data are available by schooldistrict so demographic
characteristics will be considered between districts in
4
1980 and not over time.
Changes in school support were investigated
over time.The time series analysis uses five school
years of data:1970-1971, 1972-1973, 1974-1975, 1977-1978
5
and 1979-1980.
Data Groupings
To analyze data in a consistent manner school
districts were placed in several different groupings
6
depending on the type of information needed.
4
Per capita expenditures will not be done because
accurate population counts were not made by school
districts before 1980.
5
These five years were used to reduce the amount of
data entry required and to allow for statistical
data analysis on a personal home computer.
6
Data from the year 1980 will be used to identify group
membership for all years.This is to keep groups
consistent throughout the study for statistical
analysis.10
Data were grouped as follows:
1)Because Much of the gain in population in rural
counties has been in unincorporated areas, school districts
with a large proportion of their support coming from
unincorporated areas may differ from those districts with
much of their support coming from incorporated areas.To
examine this topic, school districts were split into two
groups.The first group includes those districts who have
over 50of the population residing in areas outside of
7,8
incorporated areas of 1.000 or more, as of 1980. These
school districts will be classified as unincorporated
areas.The second group includes the remaining school
districts with the majority of their populations residing
within incorporated areas of 1,000 or more.All school
districts were then evaluated to determine if there is
any consistency within the groups or between groups (See
Appendix I, Figure 1 and Tables 1 and 2 for membership).
Next, school districts were also classified by
growth rate to evaluate the differences between
growing areas and declining areas.County population
changes were used to determine in which group a school
7
Nineteen-eighty city population data will be used for
this analysis.
8
There were no population figures for school districts
in 1970 so the 1980 school district census was used to
divide the school districts into incorporated and
unincorporated.11
district belonged.This grouping wee done on the
hypothesis that areas with different ratesof growth would
also show differences in the support of theschool system.
Districts were placed in one of six groups:(1) those
districts with declining populations in both 1970 end 1980
census years. (2) districts which haddeclining populations
in 1970 but 1980 populations increased, (3) districtswith
below state average increasing populationsin 1970 and
1980. (4) those districts with below state average
increases in 1970 and above state average increases in
1980, (5) districts with above average increases in1970
and below average increases in 1980 end (6) those
districts increases in both 1970
arid 1980 (See Appendix I, Figure 2 and Table 3 for
membership of groups).
Statistical Methods Used
The groups were not of even sized fields, so only one
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) or anon-pat-imetric teat
were considered for use in determiningif there were any
similarities or differences between the six growth rate
groups.Although the one way ANOVA is fairly robust even
when some of the assumptions are riot met, a check was made
using Bartlett's Chi-Square to determine if there was
homogeneity of variance.The test concluded the variances
of the groups were not close enough to rely totally on the12
P1NOVPt.The non-parimetric test (Krushal-Wallis), similar
to the ANOVA was used in place of the ANOVA to determine
relationships between the groups.The ANOVA analysis was
still run to supplement conclusions drawn by the Kruahal-
Wallia analysis.
For determination of differences between incorporated
and unincorporated areas the standard t-test was used.
This teat was applied for each years' data to determine if
changes may have occurred in the relationship between the
two groups over time.
The Spearman's Rank Correlation was used to evaluate
9
if there was a relationship between the size of a city
within a school district and the support of the school
10
system.This was calculated for each year of the study.
An analysis was also performed to determine if
certain characteristics within a population would
determine the level of support for a school system.To
resolve this question the 1980 census of population by
school district was used.Characteristics of the
population were compared with support for the school system
by applying forward step-wise multiple linear regression
analysis.
9
City size was determined from 1980 census data.These
population figures were used to allow for consistency
in the inter-census period between 1970 and 1980.
10
Only the largest city for any school district was used.13
All statistical analyses which used a significant
test, used the five percent level as the point at which a
value was considered significant.
Definition of Support of School System
Two different measures of support for a school system
were used in this study.First, true costs and taxes of a
district were used to compare against other school
districts.Cost refers to expenses actually paid by the
local school district for the year.Taxes included all
property taxes and the Educational Service Districts (ESD)
county funds for the year.
The second measure of support required the
subtraction of the approved state program for each school
district from the true cost and tax.This is the amount
the state determines is the minimum a district can spend
on each student.The amount may vary depending on cost of
schooling and the location of the district.A district
may not spend less per student than the state epproved
program.These figures would give an indication of how
much the district arid local community were willing to
ii.
spend on education over the minimum amount.
11
Costs in school districts differ somewhat because
of size, location and economics of scale.Subtracting
out the approved program should smooth out the difference
between areas somewhat.14
Monetary Equalization
All costa and taxes were analyzed on a perstudent
basis, allowing a comparison between schooldistricts of
varying sizes.In addition, all costs and taxes were
indexed to the year 1967.This was done to allow a
comparison between different years as the inflation rate
and cost of living changed over time.15
RESULTS
Means
The first and simplest analysis was the determination
of the means for all groups.Appendix II, Figures 1-4 and
Table 1 show the relationship between the means of all
school districts, including both school districts in
incorporated areas and those in unincorporated areas.
There are several trends in the data to take note of.
First, both costs and taxes per student are always morein
unincorporated areas than in incorporated areas.Second,
costs of education have continued to rise throughoutthe
1970's, but local communities have been unwilling to
follow the increases with a corresponding amount of
support over the state approved program (Appendix II,
Figure 4).In the late 1970's many districts did not even
generate enough local funds, through taxes, to meet basic
state required programs.Although there is a wide gap
between cost per student in unincorporated and
incorporated areas, the amount paid per student in taxes
appear to be merging (Appendix II,Figures 2 and 4).
Finally, taxes per student are either holding steady or
declining, which indicates local school districts are
relying more on funding from sources other than local
taxes.
When analysis is shifted to growth rate groups
(Appendix II, Figures 5-8 and Table 2) several of the16
above observations still hold true:costs per student are
going up while taxes are remaining the same or
declining.All areas have costs above the approved
program, but in most cases the amount above the approved
program is declining.
The main conclusion that can be reached from Appendix
II, Figures 5-8 is that, on average, the higher the
growth rate over the years the lower the taxes and costs
per pupil will have been.
Spearmn'a Rank Correlation
Spearman's rank correlation compared city size to
true costs and taxes and costs and taxes minus the state
approved program.Appendix II, Table 3, shows the Z
statistics and the significance levels for all years.
it is apparent from this table that there is a
correlation between the size of a city and the cost per
student.The negative sign of the Z statistics indicates
a reverse correlation between city size and cost.This
means the smaller the city is, the more the cost will be
for each student.
The only year this does not hold true is 1974.Here,
when the cost is adjusted by removing the state approved
program, there is no correlation between city size and
coat.Although in the true coat table the significant
level is much closer to the five percent level it is still
quite a bit higher than the other years.17
As for the relationship between taxes paid and the
size of the city there appears to be no correlation until
1979, when there was a positive correlation.This result
indicates taxes did not follow costs arid were unrelated to
city size until 1979 when the larger cities had higher
taxes even though costs were higher in the smaller cities.
T Teat
In a related topic, a students' T test was run to
determine if there was a difference in cost and taxes
between incorporated and unincorporated areas.Appendix
II, Table 4, presents the results of this test.From the
table it is evident costs are higher in unincorporated
areas, except in 1974 when program adiustmentsby the
state equalized cost somewhat.These ad3uatmenta did not
seem to aleviate true cost differences though.Taxes were
also more in the unincorporated areas until 1979. when tax
burdens evened out somewhat.However, in true taxes there
is still a difference, the trend is towards more
equalization between school districts.
Kruahal-Uallia
The Krushal-Wallia non-parametric analysis was used
to determine if there were differences between growth-rate
groups for costs and taxes.Appendix II, Table 5 shows
the results for true cost arid cost minus the approvedprogram.Appendix II, Table 6 is the result for tax and
tax minus the approved program.
There are several patterns evident between the growth
rate groups.First, for the costs of education, the
declining group (Group 1) is always different from the
fastest growing group (Group 6).This holds true for both
true cost and cost minus approved program.Second, the
groups with increasing populations, but without extremely
high rates of growth are all grouped together (Groups 3, 4
and 5).Finally, Group 2 (the growth rate turn around
group) appeared to be in transition between declining and
growing groups.
There is a transition evident in the true cost
analysis from 1970 to 1979.In 1970 several groups are
members in different agglomerations (for example, Group 3
is similar to Groups 1 & 2 and 4 & 5).This indicates
an integration between the groups where there are no
definite breaks between groups, except Group 6.By 1972
this integration is starting to break down and in 1974 and
1977 there are definite agglomerations where each group is
only a member of one set.By 1979 costs for five of the
six groupings have become very similar with only the
declining areas remaining different.Subtracting out the
approved program does have an effect on the agglomeration19
12
of the groups. The groups separated out very well until
1979 when some integration started to take place.
Taxes appear to have a very different pattern.In
1970 there are two sets of agglomerations with little
transition between the sets.As the years progress the
groups become more integrated and similar to each other
until in 1979 there is very little difference in taxes
between any of the groups.
ANOVA
Although the homogeneity of variance and the unequal
sizes of the groups prevented this paper from relying
totally on the ANOVA analysis, the test was used to help
verify the results of the Krushal-Wallis analysis.The
Krushal-Wallis test appeared a bit more sensitive in
picking up differences than the ANOVA analysis (this is
probably due to the violation of the assumption mentioned
above)
Appendix II. Tables 7 and 8 present the results of
the ANOVA.The same patterns, as in the Krushal-Wallis.
can be detected in the ANOVA analysis.Groups become more
integrated and similar as the years pass by.The results
from the two tests, although somewhat different, do
support each other well.
12
The approved program has the effect of keeping the
different growth rate groups separated.20
Multiple Linear Regression
Stepwise forward regression analysis was used to
determine if any characteristics within the population
contributed to variations in the support of the school
system.Each growth rate group was analyzed as was the
incorporated and unincorporated groups and combined state
school districts.Appendix II, Table 9 is a list of the
variables used in the analysis.Appendix II, Table 10
shows the percentage accounted for by each significant
variable for true costs and Appendix II. Table 11 is the
significant variables for true taxes.In most cases any
one variable accounted for less than 20of the total
variation and less than 50of the variation could be
contributed to a set of variables.The notable exception
is Group 1 which had a reverse relationship between
school costs and the employment level in the manufacturing
sector.Taxes also appear to be inversely related to the
percent of the population in the work force.
Two other variables seem to play a role in the costs
of and the taxes paid for schools.As the total work
force goes up taxes appear to decline somewhat.The same
is true when more employment is in the agricultural
sector, although increased costs are also associated with
13
agricultural occupations.
13
This reduction of taxes in agricultural areas only
seems to hold true in 1980, because the groups are
merging together in paying taxes.This probably was
not the case earlier in the decade when taxes were
higher in rural areas.21
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
Trends
There are several statewide trends clouding or
masking the analysis of how population changes are
affecting support for local school systems.Although
these trends apply to the state as a whole, they are
important and give an insight into how the general
population views school support.Individual groups can be
compared by analyzing the variation within the general
state trends.
The first major trend that runs across all groups is
the continued increase in the costs of education.
Appendix II, Figures 1 and 5 portray this trend very well.
Where the population growth rates play a role is in the
range of coats for the different groups.
The main point to be drawn, is that a school district
with a faster growing population at sometime in the 1970's
had a lower cost of education per student than either a
stabilizing area, a turnaround area or a declining area.
Declining areas always had higher educational costs than
any growing area.It is also evident from the figures
that unincorporated areas always had higher costs than
incorporated ones.
The second major trend deals with local taxes.
Although costs were rising, taxes were either stabilizing
or declining (Appendix II, Figures2 and 6).Again, the22
major difference is in the relationshipbetween areas,
not the over all trend.Urban and faster growing area
taxes were stabilizing while rural and slower growing areas
were finding their tax rates declining.Areas with
declining populations appeared to have stabilizing taxes
at rates well above all other groups.
The last major state trend appears to be the
unwillingness of the population to support programs which
require funding above that of the state approved program
(Appendix II, Figures 3 and 7).Before 1974 additional
funding was being supplied to add programs to the base
budget, after 1974 costs above the base program declined
as were the taxes used to cover the base program(Appendix
II, Figures 4 and 8).By 1979 most areas were not meeting
the base programs with local funding and were acquiring
additional funds from other sources.
Part of this apparent lack of support for programs
in addition to the state approved program may be in the
nature of the state approved program itself.The approved
program has continued to increase and become a greater
portion of the total budget (Appendix II. Table 12, page
13).This could indicate that the state approved program
was including many of the programs which at onetime were
external to the base program and by 1979 the state had
added more programs than local communities were willing to
support.Not adding additional programs at the local23
level would result in a declining funding level above the
base program.
Effects of Growth
The main emphasis of this paper was to determine if
changes in the growth rates of local communities would
result in changes for the support of the educational
system.The following discussion will show that there
is indeed a relationship between the growth of an area and
the support of the educational system.
In 1970 there were 12 counties with declining
populations, encompassed by Groups 1 and 2.There
appears to be an intrinsic difference between these two
groups in educational finance structure.The mean cost
and taxes are lower in Group 2 (Appendix II, Figures 5-8).
This may indicate an internal change was already starting
to take place in the turnaround group (Group 2) .But when
the Krushal-Wallis tests are consulted (Appendix II, Table
5 and 6) Groups 1.and 2 are almost always in the same
set.Therefore. Group 2 must be in transition between
the declining areas and those with growing populations.
The evidence for this is in the true cost columns of
Appendix II, Table 5.In 1970 there appears to be a
transition between many of the groups except Group 6, the
fast growing area.By 1974 the groups split into three24
sets with Groups 1 and 2 together.Then by 1979, Group 2
becomes similar to the groups with positive growth rates.
On the other end of the spectrum the fastest growing
group (Group 6) is different from all the others until
1979 when many of the groups become similar.Rather than
Group 6 becoming like the other groups, moat likely the
other groups are becoming like Group 6.This is evident
in the mean figures where many of the groups cost and
taxes start to merge in 1979.
One particular point of interest is how the approved
program is used to separate the groups into very distinct
sets (coat-program column of Appendix II, Table 5).This
indicates that although the approved program was supposed
to even out some of the difference in costs, it is
actually creating greater distinctions between the groups.
Taxes paid by local communities appear to be much
more uniform than costs, with groups breaking into two
sets with much overlap between them.This overlap
indicates there is probably a transition within the
groups.By 1979 taxes are about the same in all groups.
This means most groups became like Group 6, which was not
collecting enough taxes to cover its base program.25
Groups 3, 4 and 5 appear to be the transition zone
14
between fast growing areas and slow or declining areas.
Both the Krushal-WalJ.is and ANOVA analysis support the
above statements.
Incorporated and unincorporated areas and city size
have similar patterns to the growth rate groups.First,
the costs of education are higher in unincorporated areas
and smaller cities.Second, at the beginning of the
decade unincorporated areas, slow growth areas and smaller
cities were covering, through local taxes, more of the
costs of education than were fast growing areas,
incorporated areas or larger cities.
There is not much evidence to suggest characteristics
of the population are related to differences in support of
the educational system (Appendix II, Tables 10 and 11).
Weisbrad (1964) and Hadley's (1985) studies indicated
income levels have something to do with greater support of
the school system.An analysis of the relationship
between income levels and support of education in Oregon.
did not support the conclusion by Weisbrad and Hadley.
Income levels were not relevant except as a minor part of
the tax support in Groups 2 and 6 where they were
positively correlated.Although one would expect income
14
See Appendix III for further analysis of intragroup
trends in Group 3.26
levels to have some affect on school support, other
factors may conceal any differences.
The state approved program, requiring a specific
amount to be spent in a school district, may eliminate
some of the variation caused by income changes.By
requiring all districts to maintain certain spending
levels income does not become as much of a factor.Income
becomes even less of a factor when most of the districts
are unwilling to provide additional funds overthe state
approved program.Also, funding provided by the state for
school support may reduce the affect of income differences
between school districts.
In areas where a greater number of people are
employed in agricultural occupations costs for education
were higher.Many of these same areas are also the more
15
rural unincorporated areas. Educational
levels of the population appeared to carry very little
weight in determining cost or taxes.Much more important
was the percentage of the population employed inthe work
force (total work force) .In many cases the total work
force was negatively correlated with taxes.Thus, taxes
go up as the percentage of the population inthe work
force goes down.
15
This is most likely due to the lack of economies of
scale in smaller school systems.27
Basically, occupations, or percent of the population
in the work force were partly responsible for the coat of
education and the amount of tax paid by the community.
People in professional occupations or those with over
four years of college would be expected to support
education at a higher level than those in other
occupations or at lower educational levels.The analysis
of the data reveals this is not the case.A negative
correlation exists between the support for education end
those people in professional occupations living in faster
growing areas and those with educational levels above four
years of college in incorporated areas.This suggests
taxes and costs are lower in those areas where there
are more of these types of people.One would assume that
these professional people would demand greater educational
services which would increase the costs and taxes for
education.CONCLUSION
16
All the analyses imply there is a hiearchy in coats
of education.The highest educational costs will be born
by declining rural areas, followed by turnaround or slowly
growing rural areas, with stabilizing urban areas in the
middle and the fastest growing counties and urban centers
having the lowest costs.
The most interesting feature of local funding of
schools is the dramatic decline in the local support of
education, as tax structures between different areas of
the state became equalized.Over the early part of the
1970's taxes were higher in slower growing areas, while
faster growing areas covered less of the cost of education
through local taxes.By the end of the 1970's taxes had
declined in the slower growing areas to the point where
both the slow growing and faster growing areas were paying
about the same share of taxes (See Appendix II, Tables 6
and 8) .This decline meant most areas in the state were
not covering the state approved program through local
funding.These reductions and equalization of taxes
continued although costs of education were rising and
differed greatly throughout the state.
16
Costs meaning operating cost to educate a student
end local taxes to pay for these costs.29
Depending on how fast the local population Ia
growing, there does appear to be a difference in the cost
of education and the local taxes paid for education.
There are several trends evident on a statewide
basis.Real educational coats are increasing over time as
taxes are stabilized, requiring local communities to rely
on other sources of funding.School districts are finding
local residents unwilling to fund programs not included in
the state base budget or the state base budget is
including most of what local residents require in a school
program and are unwilling to add extra programs.By the
end of the 1970's there appeared to be an equalization of
taxes, while costs for education were continuing to rise.30
EPILOGUE
After 1980, Oregon's economy took a downturn into a
deep recession, which in turn created a large unemployed
population.For the next five years Oregon's population
declined as people moved out to seek employment in other
states.Much of this population decline was in rural
areas.One may wonder if some of the present problems
with school support and the many tax limitation measures
are due in part to this second shift in Oregon population.
Many of the school districts in Groups 2 and 3 may
have seen a reversal of the 1970's growth trend,
triggering a need by local government to increase again
the once declining tax rates.This probably came as a
shock to local residents, when they had become accustomed
to declining tax rates.Taxes may have also risen in
response to the declining population, fewer tax payers
would be available to support the school districts budget
so taxes would have to rise to cover the cost.
In many rural areas of Oregon part of the growth
increase was due to retirees moving into the area.As the
economy declined those people needing jobs were leaving,
reducing the percent of the population active in the work
force.So again, taxes for education would increase as31
less of the population was involved in the work force.In
addition, available funding for schools was decreasing
from other sources, as the states revenues decrease from
federal sources and a decline in income tax revenues.
Given these factors one would expect local taxes in Oregon
to be increasing after 1980 and would cause some
concern for many local residents, especiallythose that
are retired or unemployed.32
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NEMBERSHIP OF INCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
School District
Identification
County School District Number
Baker Baker BA5
Benton Corvallis BE509
Clackamas Gladstone C115
Lake Oawego CL7
North Clackamea CL12
Oregon City CL62
West Linn CL3
Cletsop Astoria CP1
Seaside CP1O
Warrenton-Hammond CP3O
Columbia St. Helens CA502
Coos Bandon C054
Coos Bay C09
Coquille C08
North Bend C0l3
Douglas Reedaport D0105
Roaeburg D04
Sutherlin D0130
Grant Prairie City GR4
Harney Burns HAtJH2
Burns HAl
Hines HA3O
Jackson Ashland JA5
MedIord JA549
Josephine Grants Pass J07
Kiamath FClamath
Kiamath Falls KL1
Lake Lakeview LA742
MEMBERSHIP OF INCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTS Page 2
School District
Identification
County School District Number
Lane Eugene LE4
Oakridge LE76
Springfield LE19
Linn Greater Albany LN8
Harrisburg LN42
Lebanon LNUHi.
Lebanon LN16
Sweet Home LN55
Malheur Nyssa NA26
Ontario MA8
Marion Gervais MN76
Mt. Angel MN91
Salem MN24
Silverton MN4
Stayton MN77
Sublimity MN7
Woodburn MN1O3
Multnomah Centennial MJ28
David Douglas MU4O
Greaham MU4
Greahem MUUH2
Parkroae MU3
Portland MU1
Reynolds MU7
Polk Central P013
Dallas P02
Umatilla Hernuston UM8
McLoughlin UMUH3
Milton-Freewater UM31.
Pendleton UM16
Pilot Rock UM2
Stanfield UM61
Umatille UM6
Union Elgin UN23
La Grande UN1
Union UN543
MEMBERSHIP OF INCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTSPage 3
School District
IdentiIicetion
County School District Number
Wallowa Enterprise WA21
The Dalles W012
Washington Beaverton WN48
Forest Grove WN15
Hillaboro WNUH3
Hilisboro WN7
Reedaville WN29
Tigard WN23
Yamhill Canton YA11
McMinnville YA40
Newburg 'iA29
Sheridan YA48
Willazni.na YA3O44
MEMBERSHIP OF UNINCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
School District
Identification
County School District Number
Baker Burnt River BA3O
Huntington BA16
Pine Eagle 8A61
Benton Alpine BE26
Alaee BE7
Beilfountain BE23
Irish Band BE24
Monroe BE25
Monroe BEUH1
Philomath BE17
Clackamas Boring CL44
Bull Run CL45
Butte Creek CL67
Cenby CL86
Canby CLUH1
Carus CL29
Clerkea CL32
Coltori CL53
Cottrell CL1O7
Damascus Union CL26
Dickie Prairie CL25
Eatacada CL1O8
Maple Grove CL7
Molalla CL35
Molalla CLUH4
Mulino CL84
Ninety-one CL9i.
Redland CL116
Rural Dell CL92
Sandy CL46
Sandy CLUH2
Schuebel CLSO
Welchea CL13
Clatsop Jewell CP8
Lewis & Clark CP5
Olney CPu
Columbia Clatakanie CA5
Rainier CAi.3
Scappoose CAl
Vernonia CA4745
MEMBERSHIP OF UNINCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTSPage 2
School District
Identification
County School District Number
Coos Myrtle Point C041
Powers C031
Crook Crook County Unit
Curry Agness
Brookings Harbor
Gold Beech
Gold Beach
Ophir
Pistol River
Port Orford-Lenglois
Upper Chetco
Deachutea Bend
Brothers
Redmond
Sisters
CR
CU4
CU17
CUUH1
CU3
CU12
CU 16
CU2
CU23
DEl
DE15
DE2
DE6
Douglas Ash Valley D0125
Camas Valley D021
Days Creek D015
Elkton D034
Glendale DO77
Glide D012
North Douglas D022
Oakland DO1
Riddle D070
South Umpqua D019
Umpqua DO45
Winaton-Dillard DO116
Yoncelle D032
Gilliam Arlington G13
Condon G125
Olex GIll
Grant Deyville GR16
John Day GR3
Long Creek GR17
Monument GR8
Mt. Vernon GR646
MEMBERSHIP OF UNINCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTSPage 3
School District
Ident.iuication
County School District Number
Harney Andrews HA29
Crane HAUHi.
Crane HA4
Diamond HA7
Double 0 HA28
Drewsey HA13
Fields-Trout Creek HA33
Frenchglen HA16
Lawen HA18
Pine Creek HAS
Sodhouse HA32
Suntex HAlO
Hood River Hood River HR1
Jackson Applegate JA4O
Butte Falls JA91
Central Point JA6
Eagle Point JA9
Phoenix JA4
Pinehurst JA94
Prospect JA59
Rogue River JA3S
Jefferson Aahwood JE8
Black Butte JE41
Culver JE4
Madras JE509
Josephine Josephine JO
Klamath Kiamath KLUH2
Lake Adel LA21
Fort Rock LA24
Paisley LA11
Plush LA18
Silver Lake LA14
Union LAS
Lane Bethel LES2
Blechly L.E90
Creawell LE4O
Crow-Applegate LE66
Fern Ridge LE2847
MEMBERSHIP OF UNINCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTSPage 4
School District
Identil icet ion
County School District Number
Lane cont. Junction City
Lowell
Mapleton
Marco la
McKenzie
Pleasant Hill
Slualaw
South Lane
Lincoln Lincoln County Unit
Linn Central Linn
Crowfoot
Denny
Gore
Grigga
Hamilton Creek
Herr is
Herr isburg
Lecomb
Lourdes
Man -Linn
Mill City
Sandridge
Scio
Sodaville
Tennessee
Wyatt
Maiheur Adrian
Annex
Arock
Borgen
Harper
Jordan Valley
Jordan Valley
Juntura
McDermitt
Rockville
Vale
Vale
Wi 1 lowcreek
LE69
LE7I.
LE32
LE79
LE68
LE 1
LE97
LE45
LI
LN552
LN89
LN78
LN81
LN4
LN33
LN46
LNUH5
LN73
LN124
LN29
LN129
LN3O
LNS5
LN13
LN 102
LN63
M A6 1
MA29
MAS1
MAi.
MA66
MAUH1
MA3
MA12
MA51
MA2
MATJH3
MA15
MA42MEMBERSHIP OF UNINCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTSPage 5
School Diatrict
Identification
County School Diatrict Number
Nrion Aumaville NN11
Bethany MN63
Brooka MN31
Buena Creat MN134
Caacade MNUH5
Central Howell MN540
Cloverdale MN144
Detroit MN123
Eldriedge MN6O
Evergreen MN1O
Gervaic MNUH1
Jeufereon MN14
Marion MN2O
Monitor MN142
North Howell MN5i.
North Marion MN15
North Santiam MN126
Parkeraville MN82
Pioneer MN13
Pratum MN5O
Scotta Mule MN73
Silvercreat MN93
Silverton MNUH7
St. Paul MN45
Stayton MNUH4
Turner MN79
Victor Point MN42
Weat Stayton MN61
Morrow Morrow NO
Nultnomah Bonneville MU46
Corbett MU39
Orient MU6
Riverdale MU51
Sauvie Island MU19
Polk Fell City P057
Perrydale P021
Valaetz P062
Sherman Rufus SH3
Sherman SHUH1
South Sherman SH17
Weaco SH749
MEMBERSHIP OF UNINCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTSPage 6
School District
Identification
County School District Number
Tillamook Beaver T18
Cloverdale T122
Hebo T113
Neah-Kah-Nie T156
Nestucca TITJH3
Tillamook T19
Umatilla Athena-Weston UM29
Echo UM5
Ferndale UM1O
Helix UMI.
Tum-A-Lum UM4
Ukish UM8O
Urnapine UM13
Union Cove UN15
Imbler UN1I.
North Powder UN8
Wallowa Joseph WA6
Troy WA54
Wallows WA12
Waaco Antelope W050
Chenowith W09
Dufur W029
Maupin W084
Petersburg W014
Tygh Valley W040
Wemic W042
Wasco WOUH1
Washington Banks WN13
Farmington View WN58
Gaston WN51I.
Groner WN39
North Plains WN7O
Sherwood WN88
West Union WNi.
Fossil WH21
Mitchell WH55
Spray WH1
Yamhill Amity YA4
Dayton YA8
Vamhill VA16
Yamhill-Carlton YAUH1GroupI
Group 2
Group 3
Group 4
Group 5
Group 6
-.
(D
C)0
0
(D
0
':3
U)
cD
LO
0151
MEMBERSHIP OF GROWTH RATE GROUPS
Group 1
School Diatrict
Identification
County School District Number
Gilliam Olex GIll
Arlington G13
Condon C125
Wheeler Spray WH1
Foaail WH2I.
Mitchell WH55
Group 2
Baker Baker BA5
Burnt River BA3O
Huntington BA16
Pine Eagle BA61
Curry Agrieaa CU4
Brookinga Harbor CUI.7
Gold Beach CTJ3
Gold Beach CUUH1
Ophir CU12
Piatol. River CU16
Port Orford-Lengloia CU2
Upper Chetco CU23
Grant Dayville GR16
John Day CR3
Long Creek GR17
Monument CR8
Mt. Vernon CR6
Prairie City GR4
Hood River Hood River HR1
Lake Adel LA21
Fort Rock LA24
Lakeview LA7
Paialey LA11
Plush LA1S
Silver Lake LA14
Union LA5MEMBERSHIP OF GROWTH RATE GROUPSPage 2
County
Group 2 Continued
Morrow
Sherman
Tillamook
Wal lowe
School District
Morrow
Rufus
Sherman
South Sherman
Wasco
Beaver
Cloverdale
Hebo
Neah-Keh-Nie
Neatucca
TI]. lamook
Enterprise
Joseph
Troy
We! lowe
Wasco Antelope
Chenowi th
Dufur
Naupin
Petersburg
The Dallea
Tygh Valley
Wamic
Wasco
Group 3
Clatsop Astoria
Jewel!
Lewis & Clerk
Olney
Seaside
Warrenton -Hammond
52
School District
Identification
Number
SH3
SHUH1
SH17
SH7
T18
TI 22
T113
TI 56
TIUH3
T19
WA21
WA6
WA54
WA12
W050
W09
W029
WO84
W014
WO 12
W040
W042
WOUH1
Cp 1
CP8
CP5
CPi. 1
Cp1O
CP3O53
MEMBERSHIP OF GROWTH RATE GROUPS Page 3
School Dietrict
Identification
County School Diatrict Number
Group 3 Continued
Cooa Bandon C054
Cooa Bay C09
Coquille C08
Myrtle Point CO41
North Bend C013
Powera C031.
Herney Andrewa HA29
Burna HAUH2
Burna HAl
Crane HAUHI.
Crane HA4
Diamond HA7
Double 0 HA2S
Drewaey HAI.3
Fielda-Trout Creek HA33
Frenchglen HA16
Hinea HA3cD
Lewen HA18
Pine Creek HA5
Sodhouae HA32
Suntex HAlO
Kiamath Klamath KLUH2
Kiemeth XL
Klamath Fella KL1
Naiheur Adrian MA61
Annex MA29
Arock MA81
Borgan MA1
Harper MA66
Jordan Valley MAUH1
Jordan Valley MA3
Juntura MA12
McDermitt MA51
Nyaaa MA26
Ontario MA8
Rockville MA2
Vale MA15
Vale MAUH3
Willowcreek MA42MEMBERSHIP OF GROWTH RATE GROUPS Page 4
County
Group 3 Continued
Nultnomah
School District
Borinevi lie
Centennial
Corbett
David Douglas
Greaham
Greaham
Orient
Parkroee
Portland
Reynolds
Riverdale
Sauvie Island
Union Cove
Elgin
I in bier
La Grande
North Powder
Union
Crook
Group 4
Crook County Unit
Douglas Ash Valley
Camas Valley
Days Creek
Elkton
Glendale
Glide
North Douglas
Oakland
Reedaport
Riddle
Roaeburg
South Umpqua
Sutherl in
Umpqua
Winaton-DI herd
Yoncal la
54
School District
Identification
Number
NU46
MU28
MU39
MU4O
MU4
MUUH2
MU6
MU3
MU1
MU7
MU51
MU19
UN15
UN23
UN11
UN1
1JN8
UN5
CR
DO 125
DO21
DO 15
DO34
D077
D012
DO22
DO 1
DO 105
D070
DO4
DO 19
DOi.30
D045
DO1 16
DO3255
MEMBERSHIP OF GROWTH RATE GROUPS - Page 5
School District
Identification
County School District Number
Group 4 Continued
Lincoln Lincoln County Unit LI
Uinatilla Athena-Weston 1JN29
Echo UM5
Ferndale UM1O
Helix UM1
Hermiaton UM8
McLoughlin UMUH3
Milton-Freeweter UM31
Pendleton UM16
Pilot Rock UM2
Stanfield UM6i.
Tum-A-Lum UM4
Ukiah UM8O
Umapine UM13
Umetille UM6
Group 5
Columbia Clatakanie CA5
Rainier CA13
Scappoose CAl
St. Helena CA502
Vernonia CA47
Linri Central Linn LN552
CrowIoot LN89
Denny LN78
Gore LN81
Greater Albany LN
Grigga LN4
Hamilton Creek LN33
Harris LN46
Harrisburg LNUH5
Harrisburg LN42
Lecomb LN73
Lebanon LN16
Lebanon LNUH1
Lourdes LN124
Mari-Linn LN29
Mill City LN12956
MEMBERSHIP OF GROWTH RATE GROUPS Page 6
School District
Identification
County School District Number
Group 5 Continued
Linn continued Sandridge LN3O
Scio LN95
Sodaville LN13
Sweet Home LN55
Tennessee LN102
Wyatt LN63
Group 6
Benton Alpine BE26
Alsea 3E7
Bellfountairi BE23
Corvallis 3E509
Irish Bend BE24
Monroe BEUH1
Monroe BE25
Philomath BEi.7
Clackamas Boring CL44
Bull Run CL45
Butte Creek CL67
Canby CLUH1
Cenby CL86
Carue CL29
Clarkea CL32
Colton CL53
Cottrell CL1O7
Damascus Union CL26
Dickie Prairie CL25
Estacade CL1O8
Gladstone CL115
Lake Oewego CL7
Maple Grove CL87
Molalla CLIJH4
Molalla CL35
Mulino CL84
Ninety-one CL91
North Clackemea CL12
Oregon City CL62
Redlend CL116
Rural Dell CL9257
MEMBERSHIP OF GROWTH RATE GROUPSPage 7
School District
Identification
County School District Number
Group 6 Continued
Clackamas cont.Sandy CL46
Sandy CLUH2
Schuebel CL8O
Welchea CL13
West Linn CL3
Deachutea Bend DEl
Brothers DE15
Redmond DE2
Sisters DE6
Jackson Ppplegate JA4O
Ashland JA5
Butte Falls JAS1
Central Point JA6
Eagle Point JA9
Medlord JA549
Phoenix JA4
Pinehurst JA94
Prospect JA59
Rogue River JA35
Jefferson Ashwood JE8
Black Butte JE41
Culver JE4
Madras JE509
Josephine Grants Pass J07
Josephine JO
Lane Bethel LE52
Blachly LE9O
Creawell LE4O
Crow-Applegate LE66
Eugene LE4
Fern Ridge LE28
Junction City LE69
Lowell LE71
Mepleton LE32
Mercola LE79
Mckenzie LE68
Oakridge LE76MEMBERSHIP OF GROWTH RATE GROUPS Page 8
School District
Identification
County School District Number
Group 6 Continued
Lane cont. Pleasant Hill LEi.
Siuslaw LE97
South Lane LE45
Springfield LE19
Marion Aumsville NN11
Bethany MN63
Brooks MN31
Buena Crest MN134
Cascade MNUH5
Central Howell MN540
Cloverdele MN144
Detroit MN123
Eldriedge MN6O
Evergreen MNI.O
Gervais MN76
Gervais MNUH1
Jefferson MN14
Marion MN2O
Monitor MN142
Mt. Angel MN91
North Howell MN5I.
North Marion MN15
North Santiain MN126
Parkeraville MN82
Pioneer MW13
Pretum MN5O
Salem MN24
Scotts Mills MN73
Silvercrest MN93
Silverton MN4
Silverton MHtJH7
St. Paul MN45
Stayton MNUH4
Stayton MN77
Sublimity MN7
Turner MN79
Victor Point MN42
West Stayton MN6I.
Woodburn MN1O3MEMBERSHIP OF GROWTH RATE GROUPS Page 9
County
Group 6 Continued
Polk
Washi. ngton
School Diatrict
Ceritrl
Dallaa
Fell City
Perrydele
Valaetz
Banks
Beaverton
Fermington View
Foreat Grove
Gaston
Groner
Hi 1 laboro
Hillaboro
North Plaina
Reedvi lIe
Sherwood
Tigard
West Union
Yamhill Amity
Cerlton
Dayton
McMinnville
Newburg
Sheridan
Wi 1 lam me
Yemhi 11
Yamhi 11 -Carlton
59
School District
Identification
Number
P013
P02
P057
P021.
P062
WN13
WN48
WNS8
UN 15
UN51 1
WN39
WNUH3
WN7
WN7O
WN29
WN8
WN23
WN1
YA4
YA1 1
YA8
YA4O
YA29
YA48
YA3O
YA16
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Figure 8Table 1MEAN OF TRUE COST 814) TAX PER STUO 1NDED TO 1967
ALL SCHOISTRICTSINCLPOPATEO UNINCORPORATED
YEAR :COST TAX COST TAX COST TAX
1970 756 737 649 542 783 793
1972 : 809 759 697 566 846 823
1974 : 836 727 764 557 857 778
1977 925 718 821 571 963 769
1979 1068 621 955 566 1110 641
GROUP 1 GR(LI 2 GROUP 3
YEAR :COST TAX COST TAX COST TAX
1970 981 965 850 851 859 960
1972 1129 1072 931 849 934 1053
1974 1116 1073 963 791 912 900
1977 : 1231 1026 1040 852 960 675
1979 1391 1014 11 676 1178 661
GROUP 4 GROLP 5 GROUP 6
YEAR COST TAX COST TAX COST TAX
1970 765 731 652
-
621 667 591
1972 800 694 753 632 705 615
1974 : 846 765 770 608 746 613
1977 1 910 749 899 680 067 679
1979 1 1088 589 993 610 975 578T1e 2tHN OF COST RHI) TAX MINUS APPR(D PPOGRfIII
INDEXED TO 17
:ALL SCHDISTRICTSINCORPORATED UNINCORPORATED
YEAR :COST TAX COST TAX COST TAX
1970 313 295 233 126 343 351
1972 : 281 231 223 92 301 277
1974 : 342 224 312 94 353 267
1977 : 291 84 221 -30 315 122
1979 241 -207 160 -229 268 -199
GROUP 1 GROUP 2 GROUP 3
YEAR :COST TAX COST TAX COST TAX
1970 : 507 492 414 415 379 479
1972 : 567 510 379 297 318 438
1974 : 575 533 476 270 338 313
1977 : 499 295 419 230 258 -27
1979 : 371 -5 307 -205 283 -233
GROUP 4 GROUP 5 GROUP6
YEAR :COST TAX COST TAX COST TAX
1970 : 342 309 235 204 249 172
1972 317 211 279 158 224 134
1974 378 298 309 146 283 150
1977 313 152 303 83 244 57
1979 257 -242 187 -196 199 -198
-471
ThbIe 3SPEARMAN'S RANK CORRELATION FOR
LARGEST CITY IN SCHOOL DISTRICT
TRUE COST
SIGNIFICANCELEVEL
YEAR CORRELATIONZ STATISTICONE SIDEDTWOSIDED
1970 -. 1342 -2.3776 .0087 .0174
1972 -. 1934 -3.4423 .0003 .0006
1974 .0896 -1.5821 .0568 .1136
1977 -. 1643 -2.9189 .0018 .0035
1979 -.1053 -1.8615 .0313 .0627
COST-PROGRAM
SIGNIFICANCELEVEL
YEAR CORRELATION2 STATISTICONE SIDEDTWOSIDED
1970 -.1223 -2.1602 .0154 .0308
1972 - .1493 -2.6445 .0041 .0082
1974 .0305 .5367 .2957 .5914
1977 -.1221 -2.1561 .0155 .0311
1979 .1789 -3.1798 .0007 .0015
TRUE TAX
SIGNIFICANCELEVEL
YEAR CORRELATION2 STATISTICONE SIDEDTWOSIDED
1970 .0500 -.8818 .1889 .3779
1972 -.0564 -.9927 .1604 .3209
1974 .0464 .8167 .2071 .4141
1977 -.0655 -1.1545 .1241 .2483
1979 .0986 1.7418 .0408 .0815
TAX-PROGRAM
SIGNIFICANCELEVEL
YEAR CORRELATION2 STATISTICONE SIDEDTWOSIDED
1970 .0495 .7202 .2357 .4714
1972 -.0449 -.7905 .2146 .4992
1974 .0348 .6116 .2704 .5408
1977 .0127 .2226 .4119 .8239
1979 .1096 1.9350 .0265 .053072
Tb1. 4STUDENTS T-TEST
UNINCORPORATED AREAS vs. INCORPORATED AREAS
TRUECOST
SIGNIFICANCELEVEL
YEAR T STATISTICONE SIDEDTWOSIDED
1970 3.9622 .0000 .0001
1972 4.0946 .0000 .0000
1974 2.4702 .0068 .0135
1977 3.4517 .0003 .0006
1979 3.2471 .0006 .0012
COST-PROGRAM
SIGNIFICANCELEVEL
YEAR T STATISTICONE SIDEDTWOSIDED
1970 5.4061 .0000 .0000
1972 4.2588 .0000 .0000
1974 1.3093 .0952 .1904
1977 5.1976 .0000 .0000
1979 7.5542 .0000 .0000
TRUE TAX
SIGNIFICANCELEVEL
YEAR I STATISTICONE SIDEDTWOSIDED
1970 3.7163 .0001 .0002
1972 3.1955 .0007 .0014
1974 3.3084 .0005 .0009
1977 2.0673 .0194 .0387
1979 1.7144 .0432 .0865
TAX-PROGRAM
SIGNIFICANCELEVEL
YEAR T STATISTICONE SIDEDTWOSIDED
1970 5.6550 .0000 .0000
1972 4.6602 .0000 .0000
1974 4.8598 .0000 .0000
1977 3.3876 .0004 .0007
1979 1.0073 .1569 .313873
Table 5Groups of Similar Structure as Determined
by Kruahal-Wellis Analysis
TRUE COST COST-PROGRAM
GROUP GROUP
YEAR COMBINATIONS COMBINATIONS
1970 1,2,3 H1,2
2.3,4 1 3,4,5
3,4,5 H 6
6 H
1972 1 :1 1
2.3 H 2
3,4,5 3,4,5
6 H 6
1974 1,2 1,2
3,4,5 3,4,5
6 H 6
1977 1,2 1,2
3,4,5 H 3,4,5
6 6
1979 1 1 :11,2
1 2,3,4,5,6 : 3,4,5
H 4,5,674
Teble 5AKRUSHAL-WALLIS TEST
TRUE COST
YEAR GROUP K-W STATISTIC SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL
COMBINATIONS
1970 1.2 2.3202 .1277
1,2,3 5.4991 .0640
1,2,3,4 7.9784 .0465
2,3,4 4.5813 .1012
2,3,4,5 11.1846 .0108
3,4,5 2.9621 .2274
4,5,6 12.6332 .0018
1972 11.2 4.6042 .0319
2,3 2.6953 .1006
2,3,4 6.1563 .0461
3,4,5 2.2515 .3244
5,6 5.1903 .0227
1974 1,2 2.4428 .1181
1,2,3 7.7454 .0208
2,3 4.2709 .0388
3,4 .0075 .9309
3,4,5 2.6668 .2636
3,4,5,6 23.8895 .0000
5,6 3.9998 .0455
1977 1,2 2.9650 .0851
1,2,3 8.4436 .0147
3,4 .4169 .5185
3,4,5 .5457 .7612
3,4,5,6 7.2360 .0071
56 7.2360 .0071
1979 11,2 3.8949 .0484
2,3 3.4971 .0615
2,3,4 5.1655 .0756
3,4 .0328 .8563
3,4,5 2.4361 .2958
3,4,5,6 1.3840 .239475
Thbl. 5BKRUSHAI..-WALLIS TEST
COST-PROGRAM
YEAR GROUP K-WSTATISTIC SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL
COMBINATIONS
1970 1.2 2.2010 .1379
1.2,3 8.4221 .0148
2,3 5.4947 .0191
3,4,5 1.7384 .4193
3,4,5,6 19.0710 .0003
1972 1,2 4.6613 .0309
2,3 5.3734 .0204
3,4,5 .6510 .7222
3,4,5,6 21.5705 .0001
1974 1,2 1.8975 .1684
1,2,3 18.6530 .0001
3,4,5 2.8900 .2358
3,4,5,6 16.5873 .0009
1977 1,2 1.6849 .1943
1,2,3 19.6529 .0001
3,4,5 2.4033 .3007
3,4,5,6 10.8373 .0126
5,6 9.0540 .0026
1979 1.2 .7186 .3966
1,2,3 6.2595 .0437
2,3 5.1740 .0229
2,3,4 7.8910 .0193
3,4,5 5.1660 .0756
3,4,5,6 10.4440 .0152
4,5,6 2.6040 .271976
T6b1.s 6Groupe of Simi1r Structurez Determined
by Kruahel-Wallia Analyala
TRUE TAX : TAX-PROGRAM
GROUP GROUP
YEAR COMBINATIONS :COMBINATIONS
1970: 1,2,3,4,5 ::1,2,3,4,5
4,5,6 4,5,6
1972 1,2,3,4,5
II
::1,2,3,4,5
4,5,6 : 4,5,6
1974: 1,2,3,4,5 H1,2,3,4,5
3,4,5,6 : 2,3,4,5,6
1977:
I
1,2,3,4,5
II
::1,2,3,4,5
5,6 :: 5,6
1979: 1,2,3,4,5 ::1,2,3,4,5,6
2,3,4,5,6 :77
Thble GAKRUSHAL-WALLIS TEST
TRUE TAX
YEAR GROUP K-W STATISTIC SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL
COMBINATIONS
19701,2,3,4,5 8.0192 .0909
1,2.3,4,5,6 28.1282 .0000
3,4,5,6 18.5640 .0003
4,5,6 3.3465 .1876
1972 1,2,3.4,5 9.3147 .0537
3,4,5,6 49.9367 .0000
4,5,6 2.1334 .3442
1974 1,2,3,4,5 6.2790 .1793
2,3,4,5,6 11.5599 .0210
3,4,5,6 7.2750 .0636
1977 1,2,3,4,5 3.4858 .4800
1,2,3,4,5,6 12.7426 .0256
3,4,5,6 8.9629 .0298
4,5,6 9.1239 .0104
5,6 1.4431 .2296
19791,2,3,4,5 6.7766 .1488
1,2,3,4,5,6 19.7790 .0114
2,3,4,5,6 3.5742 .4667Tb1e 68KRUSHAL-WALLIS TEST
TAX-PROGRAM
YEAR GROUP K-W STATISTIC SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL
COMBINATIONS
1970 1,2,3,4.5 6.0640 .1944
1,2,3,4,5,6 23.6074 .0003
3,4,5,6 15.6434 .0013
4,5,6 2.8652 .2387
1972 1,2,3,4,5 6.3010 .1778
1,2,3,4,5,6 19.7994 .0014
3,4,5,6 10.8184 .0128
4,5,6 1.6840 .4309
1974 1,2,3,4,5 5.1063 .2766
1,2,3,4,5,6 11.3172 .0455
2,3,4,5,6 7.1122 .1301
19771,2,3,4.5 7.6426 .1056
1,2,3.4,5,6 11.8026 .0376
4,5,6 9.2147 .0100
5,6 1.2847 .2570
1979 1,2,3,4,5,6 3.4578 .629879
Tb1. 7Groupa of Simi1r Structure as Determined
by Analysis of Variance (one way ANOVA)
TRUE COST : COST-PROGRAM
GROUP GROUP
YEAR COMBINATIONS COMBINATIONS
I I
1970 : 1,2,3,4 ::1,2,3,4
5,6 H 5,6
1972 1,2,3,4 H 1
5 H 2,3,4
I
6 ::
I,
3, ,5,6
1974 : 1,2,3,4 H1,2
3,4,5 : 3,4,5,6
4,5,6 H
1977 : 1,2,3 H1,2
2,3.4,5 3,4,5,6
3,4,5,6 H
1979: 1,2.3,4,5 H1,2,3,4,5
4,5,6 : : 4,5,6Table 7AANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (one way ANOVA)
TRUE COST
YEAR GROUP Df greaterD1 leecer F STATISTIC
COMBINATIONS mean eq. mean eq.
1970 1,2,3.4 3 147 1.1539
1,2,3,4,5 4 173 3.2180
4,5,6 2 190 4.0919
1-STATISTICSIGNIFICANCELEVEL
ONE TAILEDTWOTAILED
5,6 - .3325 .3704 .7408
1972 1,2,3,4 3 147 2.0595
1,2,3,4,5 4 173 3.2019
3,4,5 2 119 3.5446
4,5,6 2 190 5.2195
T-STATISTICSIGNIFICANCELEVEL
ONE TAILEDTWOTAILED
5,6 1.8045 .0356 .0712
1974 1,2,3,4 3 147 1.5883
1,23,4,5 4 173 2.8385
3,4,5 2 119 2.1673
3,4,5,6 3 252 5.9193
4,5,6 2 190 2.8662
1977 1.2,3 2 116 2.4391
1,2,3,4 3 147 2.7607
2,3,4 2 142 2.0679
2,3,4,5, 3 168 2.1876
2,3,4,5,6 4 301 3.1836
3,4,5,6 3 252 1.3147
4,5,6 2 190 .3308
19791,2,3.4,5 4 173 1.7989
1,2,3,4.5,6 5 306 5.4329
2,3,4,5,6 4 301 5.5366
3,4,5,6 3 252 4.6774
4,5,6 2 190 2.8167riii
LIP!
Thbl. 7BANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (one way ANOVA)
COST-PROGRAM
YEAR GROUP DfgreaterDfleaaer F STATISTIC
COMBINATIONS mean aq. mean sq.
19701,2,3,4 3 147 .9477
1,2,3,4,5 4 173 2.7955
4,5,6 2 190 4.1525
1-STATISTICSIGNIFICANCELEVEL
ONE TAILEDTWO TAILED
56 .3133 .3776 .7553
1972 1,2,3 2 116 3.3865
2,3,4 2 142 1.7424
3, ,5,6 2 221 1.8888
4,5,6 2 190 8.0212
3,4,5,6 3 252 2.3762
1974 1,2.3 2 116 7.5700
2,3,4 2 142 6.1499
3,4,5,6 3 252 2.5095
1-STATISTICSIGNIFICANCELEVEL
ONE TAILEDTWOTAILED
1,2 1.0450 .1503 .3007
1977 1.2,3 2 116 6.2989
3,4,5,6 3 252 1.7712
1-STATISTICSIGNIFICANCELEVEL
ONE TAILED TWOTAILED
1,2 .8852 .1907 .3815
1979 1,2,3.4.5 4 173 2.0334
1,2,3,4,5,6 5 306 4.8884
3,4,5,6 3 252 4.0633
4,5,6 2 190 2.4240LY4
Table 8Groupa of Similar Structure ea Determined
by Anelyaia of Variance (one way ANOVA)
TRUE TAX I TAX-PROGRAM
GROUP GROUP
YEAR COMBINATIONS COMBINATIONS
1970 1,2,3,4,5 1,2,3,4,5
4,5,6 4,5,6
1972 1,2,3,4 H1,2,3,4.5
4,5,6
I
:1
II
4,5,6
1974 1.2.3,4.5 H1.2,3,4,5,6
4,5,6 H
19771 1,2.3,4,5,6 H1,2
I H 3
H 4,5,6
1979 1,2,3,4,5 1,2,3,4,5,6
2,3,4,5,6 1Table 8A ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (one way ANOVA)
TRUE TAX
YEAR GROUP Df greaterDf leaaer FSTATISTIC
COMBINATIONS mean eq. mean eq.
1970 1,2,3,4,5 4 173 1.9286
1,2,3,4,5,6 5 306 5.6916
2,3,4,5,6 4 301 6.7470
3,4,5,6 3 252 8.1085
4,5,6 2 190 1.7206
1972 1,2,3,4,5 4 173 2.2809
3,4,5,6 3 252 7.3727
4,5,6 2 190 .6789
1974 1,2,3,4,5 4 173 1.4448
1,2,3,4,5,6 5 306 3.9181
2,3,4,5,6 4 301 4.1507
3,4,5,6 3 252 4.8899
4,5,6 2 190 2.6017
1977 1,2,3,4,5,6 5 306 .6854
1979 1,2,3,4,5 4 173 1.7244
1,2,3,4,5,6 5 306 2.6276
2,3,4,5,6 4 301 1.1996Table 8BANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (one way ANOVA)
TAX-PROGRAM
YEAR GROUP DI greaterDf leaaer F STATISTIC
COMBINATIONS mean sq. mean sq.
19701,2,3.4,5 4 173 1.3754
1,2,3,4,5,6 5 306 4.5084
3,4,5,6 3 252 6.2346
4,5,6 2 190 1.6828
19721,2,3,4,5 4 173 1.2626
1,2,3,4,5,6 5 306 3.4174
3,4,5,6 3 252 4.2018
4,5,6 2 190 .8130
19741,2,3,4,5,6 5 306 2.6338
1977 1,2,3 2 116 3.6890
3,4,5 2 119 3.6996
4,5,6 2 190 .3717
T-STATISTICSIGNIFICANCELEVEL
ONE TAILED TWOTAILED
1,2 .2406 .4059 .8117
2,3 2.3819 .0100 .0200
1979 1,2.3,4,5.6 5 306 .6735Ls,
pJ
Table 9
DEFINITIONS OF VARIABLES USED IN
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
VARIABLE ABBREVIATION
Population POP
Median Age M.AGE
Household Income (average) H.INCOME
Per Capita Income (average) C.INCOME
of Population in Work Force T.W.FORCE
Largest City in School District L.CITY
'Unemployed in School District UNEMPL
of Population Over Age 18 who do EDL(H
not have a High School Education
" of Population Over Age 18 with a EDL=H
High School Education Only
'of Population Over Age 18 with someEDL>H
College Education
of Population Over Age 18 with EDL>C
4 Years or More of College
of Population Employed in Agriculture OCC.AG
of Population Employed in OCC.MANF
Manufacturing
of Population in Professional OCC.PROF
Occupations
'of Population Employed in Services OCC.SERV
'of Population Who Own Their Homes O.HOUSEL.7
Table 10Demographic Characteriatics Affecting Coats
of Education for 1980 Determined by
Forward Step-wiae Multiple Regreaaion
TRUE COST
'c OF VARIATION
SCHOOL ACCOUNTED FOR
DISTRICT SIGNIFICANT BY VARIABLE
GROUPINGS VARIABLE (R-SQUARED)
GROUP 1 -OCC.MANF 85
GROUP 2 -L.CITY 11%
GROUP 3 OCC.AG
EDL>C 7'
GROUP 4 OCC.AG 40
GROUP 5 OCC.AG 21
GROUP 6 -O.HOUSE
UNINCORPORATED OCC.AG
AREA EDL>C
-OCC.PROF 2'
INCORPORATED NONE
AREA
TOTAL NONE
Means negatively correlated
' See Table 9 for a more detailed descriptionL!7
Table 11Demographic Characteristics Affecting Taxes
for Education in 1980 Detertined by
Forward Step-wise Multiple Regression
TRUE TAX
% OF VARIATION
SCHOOL ACCOUNTED FOR
DISTRICT SIGNIFICANT BY VARIABLE
GROUPINGS VARIABLE* (R-SQUARED)
GROUP 1 -T.W.FORCE 89'
GROUP 2 -UN.EMPL l5
OCC.PROF
T.W.FORCE
C.INCOME 7'
GROUP 3 -T.W.FORCE l9
GROUP 4 -OCC.AG 43
EDLH 18'
GROUP 5 -OCC.AG 43
GROUP 6 -OCC.PROF
OCC.SERV 13'
T.W.FORCE 3'
H.INCOME 5'
UN.EMPL 3'
EDL<H
O.HOUSE 2'
UNINCORPORATED -T.W.,FORCE 5
AREAS -UN.EMPL
INCORPORATED -T.W.FORCE l8
AREAS EDL>H
-EDL>C
TOTAL -T.W.FORCE 7'
-UN.EMPL 4'
means negatively correlated
See Table 9 for a more detailed description.1.11s
Teble 12DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
TRUE COST
ALL SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 756 2328 0 305
1972: 809 2568 412 285
1974 836 2704 0 235
1977 925 4462 508 322
1979: 1068 4803 280 372
UNINCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STAND A RD
YEAR : MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 783 2328 0 291
1972: 846 2568 412 316
1974: 857 2477 0 294
1977: 963 4462 508 357
1979: 1110 4803 280 412
INCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STANDARD
YEAR : MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 649 820 0 106
1972: 697 536 872 85
1974: 764 2704 0 260
1977: 821 966 643 74
1979: 955 1182 687 112Table 12 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICSpage 2
TRUE COST
GROUP 1
STAN DARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 981 1175 656 222
19721 1128 1388 772 232
1.9741 1116 1369 786 220
1977: 1231 1822 851 330
1.9791 1391. 2002 1090 315
GROUP 2
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1.9701 850 2138 578 241
19721 931 2527 557 306
1974: 963 2233 0 313
19771 1041 2715 676 307
1979: 11.90 2600 763 296
GROUP 3
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
19701 859 2328 374 395
1.9721 934 2568 443 437
1974: 912 2477 0 391
1977 961 2475 508 326
1.9791 1178 4803 490 606ThbIe 12 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS page 3
TRUE COST
GROUP 4
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970 765 1380 471 194
1972: 800 1152 586 143
1974 845 1611 586 181
1977 910 1738 635 206
1979: 1088 1989 819 258
GROUP 5
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970 652 1106 0 234
1972 753 992 540 116
1974 771. 945 600 91
1977: 899 1168 720 115
1979 993 1286 666 153
GROUP 6
STANDARD
YEAR : MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970 668 1612 407 166
1972: 705 1674 412 165
1974: 746 2704 0 234
1977: 867 4462 515 349
1979: 975 2070 280 25191
Teble 12DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS page 4
TRUE TAX
ALL SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 738 3910 166 571
1972: 759 6923 0 620
1974: 822 6012 0 600
1977: 718 11744 205 733
1979: 621 2934 23 340
UNINCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STANDARD
YEAR : MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 793 3910 166 587
1972: 823 6923 0 699
1974: 778 6012 0 578
1977: 769 11744 205 836
1979: 641 2934 23 375
INCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STANDARD
YEAR : MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 542 831 267 134
1972: 566 1053 243 147
1974: 557 1052 250 162
1977: 571 1071 242 140
1979: 566 1017 228 171T6ble 12DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICSpqe 5
TRUE TAX
GROUP 1
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970; 966 1571 424 408
1972 1072 1591 456 420
1974 1074 1649 451 461
1977 1026 2139 301 692
19791 1014 1761 423 484
GROUP 2
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
19701 851 2939 296 555
1972: 931 2527 557 306
1974 792 2670 231 447
1977 852 4727 227 693
1979: 677 1933 184 387
GROUP 3
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
19701 960 3910 338 747
1972: 1054 6923 0 1105
1974: 900 6012 290 844
1977 675 1520 265 293
1979: 661 2934 78 39893
Tb1e 12DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS page 6
TRUE TAX
GROUP 4
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 731 2446 237 467
1972 694 1899 243 368
1974: 765 2839 261 472
1977 749 2097 328 329
1979: 589 2076 30 402
GROUP 5
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
19701 621 1283 231 322
1972: 632 1162 211 282
1974: 608 1086 271 231
1977: 680 1249 293 269
19791 610 1250 256 252
GROUP 6
STANDARD
YEAR I MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
19701 591 3406 166 373
1972: 615 2861 204 356
1974: 613 2676 0 332
1977: 679 11744 205 985
1979 578 2047 23 26394
Tb1e 12DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS page 7
COST-PROGRAM
ALL SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
i.970 315 1660 -416 228
1972: 282 1221 -134 215
1974 343 2242 47 213
1977: 292 2165 -749 214
1979 242 1585 -14 181
UNINCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 343 1660 -416 250
1972 311 1221 -134 185
1974: 353 1393 47 201
1977: 315 2165 -749 237
1979: 268 1585 12 200
INCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STANDARD
YEAR : MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 233 404 -416 106
1972: 223 398 62 85
1974: 312 2242 102 245
1977: 221 369 -162 85
1979: 160 301 -14 52Tb1e 12DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS page 8
COST-PROGRAM
GROUP 1
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970 507 716 239 194
1972: 567 853 298 194
1974: 575 843 324 180
1977: 499 812 254 197
1979: 371 752 131 216
GROUP 2
STANDARD
YEAR : MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970 414 1660 162 229
1972: 379 917 -134 180
1974: 476 1214 170 225
1977 419 2165 88 298
1979: 308 1076 110 175
GROUP 3
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970; 379 1581 -48 313
1972 318 1221 -132 210
1974: 338 1393 60 213
1977: 258 1362 -749 243
1979: 283 1585 30 249Tb1e 12DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICSpage 9
COST-PROGRAM
GROUP 4
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970; 342 954 52 187
1972 317 678 112 130
1974: 378 1149 124 178
1977: 313 1138 43 203
1979 257 1112 109 204
GROUP 5
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970 235 684 -416 233
1972 279 517 65 117
1974: 309 481 138 91
1977: 303 574 128 112
1979: 187 407 73 91
GROUP 6
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970; 249 1182 3 155
1972; 224 593 4 126
1974: 283 2242 47 207
1977: 244 926 -171 149
1979: 199 896 -14 13497
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TAX-PROGRAM
ALL SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STANDARD
YEAR : MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970; 295 3467 -284 501
1972; 232 4715 -474 492
1974; 224 3977 -587 419
1977: 84 7111 -1145 557
1979: -207 1199 2595 319
UNINCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970 351 3467 -284 562
1972: 287 4715 -474 529
1974; 267 3977 -587 466
1977: 122 7111 -1145 632
1979: 200 1199 -2595 356
INCORPORATED SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STANDARD
YEAR : MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970 126 415 -149 134
1972; 92 579 -231 147
1974: 94 590 -212 162
1977 -30 548 -479 152
1979: -229 138 -631 157TebI. 12DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS page 11
TAX-PROGRAM
GROUP 1
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 492 1120 7 410
1972 510 1056 -18 420
1974: 533 1123 -11 453
1977: 295 1129 -296 607
1979: -5 511 -536 431
GROUP 2
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970; 416 2461 -284 555
1972: 297 1195 -313 356
1974: 270 1136 -587 384
1977: 230 4177 -454 708
1979: -205 823 -821 347
GROUP 3
STANDARD
YEAR : MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 480 3467 -78 691
1972: 438 4715 -474 796
1974: 313 3977 -527 631
1977: -28 856 -1145 326
1979: -234 917 -2595 426Tb1e 12DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICSpe 12
TAX-PROGRAM
GROUP 4
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
19701 309 2020 -179 467
1972: 211 1425 -302 365
1974 298 2377 -287 475
19771 153 1497 -355 335
1979: -242 1199 -860 402
GROUP 5
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970 204 866 -188 320
19721 159 689 -263 282
1974: 146 625 -192 231
1977: 83 651 -304 268
19791 -196 371 -622 235
GROUP 6
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 172 2919 -253 364
1972 134 2185 -267 301
1974: 150 2065 -327 288
1977 57 7111 -363 648
1979: -198 873 -810 224100
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STATE APPROVED PROGRAM
ALL SCHOOL DISTRICTS
STANDARD
YEAR : MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970 435 2044 375 107
1972: 527 2766 372 262
1974: 500 2035 0 175
1977 636 4633 443 266
1979 830 3910 231 245101
APPENDIX III
Growth Rate Group 3 Variations102
APPENDIX III
When studying the membership of the growth rate
groups, the stabilizing population areas(Group 3) is
found to be made up of two very different types of school
districts.Moat of the school districts are rural or
small city districts, while several groups in Multnomah
county are very urban areas.This difference shows up
when you remove Multnomah school districts from Group 3.
Figures 1-4 and Table 1 have divided Group 3 into
two groups; Group 3A is all school districts except
Multnomah county district and Multnomah only represents
Multnomah county school districts.
When the means are compared between these two new
groups and the other groups, Group 3A shows a trend to be
more like Groups 1 and 2.At the beginning of the 1970's
and by the late 1970's Group 3A has become more like the
original Group 3.Multnomah on the other hand looks more
like Groups 4 and 5 at the beginning of the 1970's and
moves to an intermediate position around the original
Group 3 by the end of the 1970's.
As can be seen in Figure 1, costs are more in Group
3A than in Multnomah.Taxes are lower in Multnomah than
in Group 3A at the beginning of the 1970's and Group 3A
taxes are less at the end of the 1970's.103
The contrsry trends within the sub sets of Group 3
indicste s trsnsition in Multnomeh'e position.Group 3A
tends to follow Group 3 while Multnomsh'a sre the reverse.
Whst appesrs to be happening in Multnomah is as the
population growth rate declines between 1970 and 1980,
coats and taxes start to increase.This trend in
Multnomah county helps support the overall conclusion of
the paper that faster growing school districts have lower
costs and taxes than slower or declining districts have.MEAN OF TAX MINUS APPROVED PROGRAM
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Figure 4Table 1 DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
MU LT N OMA H
COST
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
19701 698 953 436 148
19721 768 1061 641 114
1974: 856 1212 668 177
1977: 933 1174 787 131
19791 1089 1311 826 143
TAX
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970 577 937 346 170
1972: 596 1052 220 238
1974: 674 1479 350 340
19771 669 1224 388 257
1979 726 1052 400 196
COST-PROGRAM
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970; 280 537 20 146
1972: 284 587 137 123
1974 394 750 206 176
1977 334 577 190 130
1979: 249 434 139 93
TAX-PROGRAM
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970; 160 521 -70 170
1972: 112 578 -255 243
1974: 212 1017 -112 340
1977: 69 627 -210 260
1979: -114 172 -481 176109
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GROUP 3A
COST
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 897 2328 374 426
1972 973 2568 443 475
1974: 941 2477 474 406
1977: 967 2475 508 358
1979: 1199 4803 409 670
TAX
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970 1050 3910 338 801
1972: 1161 6923 0 1200
1974 953 6012 290 919
1977: 677 1520 265 303
1979: 645 2934 78 432
COST-PROGRAM
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970: 402 1581 -48 337
1972: 326 1221 -132 226
1974: 324 1393 60 220
1977: 240 1362 -749 261
1979: 291 1585 30 273
TAX-PROGRAM
STANDARD
YEAR MEAN MAXIMUM MINIMUMDEVIATION
1970; 555 3467 -78 746
1972: 515 4715 -474 860
1974: 337 3977 -527 682
1977: -51 856 -1145 338
1979: -262 917 -2595 463